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Thesis Proposal:
Purpose
To employ Photography as critical tool for creating a journal of my exploration of the
inter-relationship of man and his/her environments; natural, urban and human interaction.
Background
I have been very interested in the creation of space (atmosphere) by framing a
portion of the environment with a viewfinder. I am specially interested in the relationship
of people with people and their connection with their environment. My curiosity stems from
my background in sociology; I have a BA in sociology concentrating in urban society and the
structure of culture. I also studied urban anthropology and did a hands- on- investigation of
Irish culture which resulted in a hand made photography book . The photographic work of
Walker Evans, Ernest Haas, Robert Frank, Linda Connor, Dean Brown, Alfred Stieglitz,
Edward Weston has helped me in my study of environments because of their different and
unique approach to their surrounds. I have studied the concept of documentary photography
through the written work of Howard Becker and the editorial work of David Featherstone in
order to gain a better understanding of the use of words and images.
Procedu re
I began my written journal and
'environmental'
photography during the summer of
1 986, covering New England and Canada. At this time I am planning on exhibiting in the
spring of 1 988, therefore the photographic process will continue for another year. The
journal and images will be a record of my travel and impressions along with a comparison
and contrasting of these environments; natural, urban, human interaction. I will be using a
35mm camera for its convenience of light weight and compactness for travel. There will be
a large editing process after which the images will be divided into the three environmental
categories. The images will be presented as black and white toned photographs and
cibachrome prints along with silkscreen images on glass. The photographs will be placed on
the wall in their respective categories while the silkscreened glass will be of the two
environments, set a few feet away from the photographs. I will continue to explore the
work of photographers who related to this study as well as sociological / anthropological
information on society and our environment.
Thesis Interest and Starting Point.
During the years I spent studying sociology, the character of individuals, the culture
and the environment I grew increasingly interested in how humans interact and respond to
the complexities of their environment. I drew upon this interest in my photographic work
and in my Thesis. I explored myself and others within our surroundings and tried to create
a setting with the thesis show that would reproduce these experiences: the multitude of
information we receive everyday in our natural environments, and the numerous
'images'
that surround us which symbolize slightly different things for each of us.
A problem has risen from this, for we have learned to be intolerant of differences.
Our mind's vision is narrowed and a democratic, common understanding is lost. Many have
stopped seeking meaning and understanding, instead they have filled their lives with work
and materialism while the chaotic world goes on abandoned and provincialism and
intolerance increases.
I have often been told that I have too many questions and too many directions. That I
should simplify and narrow my focus. I have to agree, for my thesis represents a life long
study. Yet my purpose in both the first and second edited presentations of my Thesis Show
remain identical. I am interested in complexity and awareness. I must reiterate the idea
suggested in Man & His Symbol: There was a time when people lived in peace and harmony
with their environment, when primitive
'men'
saw their surroundings as home as well as
a place in which spirits and gods dwell. Today society has lost that spiritual / symbolic
relationship which kept peace within the environment. This conflict produces the kind of
rhythm and harmony we find in Alfred Stieglitz's work 'Song of the Sky' and 'Clouds', and
the shocking contradictory reality of human disparities in the photographic work of Jacob
Riis. Too often contemporary society seems to be encouraging alienation. Twentieth
century photography confirms its presence.
Throughout my Thesis Show my desire was to make known to each viewer their
individual relationship with the visible world and their inner emotions, a reference for
the consciousness of what the unconscious holds. In expressing this idea I have been
inspired by the traditions of photographers like Paul Strand who was interested in giving
the public a transcendent representation of the world and its people to enrich the lives of
others, and Dorothea Lange who responded to the times by giving meaningful focus to
physical realities. My photographs are a personal visual perception, captured
experiences, traces of what is present for all to see. My photographs were made for an
introspective of our world, to remind us of the complexity and subtle distinctions within
our surroundings.
Feeling so strongly about this message, the task of expressing it became very large
and difficult. My first Thesis Show was an attempt to create an 'atmosphere', an
environment made up of many separate but related environments to demonstrate how we
are daily bombarded with such a deluge of information that we allow too little time or
incentive to assess this excess.
In my first attempt to recreate this overwhelming, complex reality I used ceramics,
glass and photographs. The photographs were a reflection of our physical world.
The ceramics reinforced the idea of symbolism, alternative expression of the material
reality allowing the viewer to discern its actual breadth of meaning. The photo-silk screen
etched glass added to this dimension , representing our blindness, our ability to look right
through what is there for us to see. We live in a world complicated by our preferences to
experience in a techno-logical manner, ignoring what does not fit that categorization. In
our cultured subconscious we promote a social inflexibility, in obstinacy. We become
intolerant and ignorant of the ideas of others and contradict the harmony the environment
presents.
The audience's perception of this first Thesis Show was that the message was lost in
the confusion of imagery and objects, neither enjoyed nor understood by everyone. A
persistent question was, why the environment I created was so overwhelmed with imagery
and information? It was this that lead me to construct a second more simplified Thesis
presentation.
I turned to the style of playwright Eugene lonesco. lonesco was involved in the
avant-garde theater, outrageous, absurd, a style that irritated those intellectuals
interested in conventional prose structure, passive readers and simple meaning. His goal
was to get the attention of his audience. "The Bald Soprano', one of his 'antiplays', was
performed to present the very dullness of our daily lives, a society absent of vision and
consumed with conformity. In lonesco's play, conversation is very slow to a point of
boredom and stupidity. Words are meaningless, becoming nothing more than sounds. I
refer to lonesco's style in my explanation of my work because I am concerned with the
failure of communication and how conformity has paralyzed our vision. Like lonesco I
wanted to startle the viewer with an unusual fashion of presentation. The viewer must be
stripped of expectations, shocked, made to pay attention enabling them to formulate their
own meaning and understanding. I was looking for a way to create an understandable
communication between my audience and the environment we live in, a thought process
that would make people more sensitive to their surroundings.
I often spend time exploring my surroundings, always looking for new places to visit
and new people to meet. These experiences, no matter what the outcome, have always been
informative and satisfying allowing me to learn more about myself, my environment and
those around me. It was this process mediated between the Thesis concept and the Thesis
Show that made the latter possible. The words spoken to Jerry Uelsmann during a visit to
RIT in 1988 pertain. He stated that to give a student a camera, forcing their vision and
sending him/her out to photograph the environment, will teach them more about their
world than to have them in a classroom for four hours a week.
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Interests In Our Vision Of The Environment
The root of my study is a concern and curiosity for our environment, individual
insight and relationship with it. Photographer Paul Strand's words and images stated the
visual information available to us should not be taken for granted. We get caught up in a
society's complexity, forgetting our vulnerability, overlooking our surroundings and how
harmful 'mankind' can be to it.
Not everyone has the altruism and fortitude to look past the ethnocentric barriers to
search for broader meaning. Ansel Adams selected nature as his focus, giving the land a
certain admiration and power. Robert Adams looked beyond that power in images and
questioned the message, seeing instead a world impossible to live in. I enjoyed Robert
Adams'
ability to look 'beyond'. I may agree, yet I see Ansel
Adams'
work as one of many
valid viewpoints.
In my work my Thesis is just one interpretation of our surroundings. I recall Dr.
Zakia's surprise when repelled by the
'atmosphere'
of tropical images (second Thesis
presentation) because it contradicted the imagery of the advertising establishment.
Katharine Kreiser, while reviewing the second presentation, was reminded of her travels
to Hong Kong, recalling that friends accompanying her on the trip found pleasure on the
environment enriched with color. But she saw another side. She was disturbed by the
extremes of class stratas, a contradiction which made it difficult to enjoy the beauty of the
surroundings. She perceived oppression.
Our environment is a series of images/symbols held in our conscious or unconscious
memory. To John Ruskin and photographer Minor White, mountains symbolized and
glorified a place of power and the beauty of God. Symbols surrounding us, whether
universal or personal, form a language stimulating the mind to give meaning to our
experiences. I wanted to create a similar stimulating environment for the viewer.
Symbolic representation has always existed and is present in all culture. My Thesis
environment represents our surroundings, the multitude of information that is there to
stir memory and emotions.
The Wall of China, a conscious act that works on the subconscious, gives a feeling of
separation. Ireland's walls were built to keep animals in place, yet today there are few
farms but still the walls are built. Meaning is assumed to be given. We must liberate our
emotions and imagination while we sustain an understanding and willingness to use our
past experiences to expand upon and aid in understanding.
My photographic exploration has always lead me to the everyday and ordinary, adding
focus to the complex world. I turn away from the dramatic for it is now too common. Jean
Francois Millet shocked the art community by his paintings of the common working people.
To me it is this view of the ordinary that gives a better reflection of the times, a document
of history. The focus in the Thesis was on the ordinary, the show a window into our
everyday world, a display of how we as individuals interact with our surroundings.
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Final Thoughts On The Thesis.
There is so much to see it is easy to get lost in the surroundings. I use photography to
take a closer look. It is my desire to understand my relationship and the relationship of
others with the visible world and inner emotions. I have used photography to help organize
and document my experiences. Man & His Symbols, suggests that the artist is an observer
of both the times and the spirit of the surroundings. Art must go beyond the rules,
conventions and technology to profoundly expand life's experience and meaning.
Growth comes with a willingness to learn and explore. I look to other photographers
to help in my exploration as I look closer and absorb more about the environment.
Photographers like Henri Cartier-Bresson, Walker Evans, Bernice Abbott, Robert Frank
all express their experiences in the social world.
Expectations often cloud our ability to see, emotionally and conceptually. One viewer
at the first presentation of my Thesis took time to come back and involve himself with the
work and 'atmosphere'. He spoke of a spiritual connection he felt after first feeling
attacked. The truth of the work and photographs lies within each viewer. In the second
presentation of my Thesis both Charles Werberig and Dr. Zakia found particular attitudes
coming from each group of photographs, the tropical areas and the northern country of
Ireland. The images of Ireland seem peaceful yet dreary. The story told by the images of
Puerto Rico and Mexico demonstrated an attitude of decrepit, overpowering, uninviting
feeling.
These feelings and images are just part of the story, some of the attitudes that can be
felt and expressed, just part of the understanding of these environments. Photography is
an interpretation of reality, a show of what was there. It is a tool of exploration providing
information to aid in our understanding of our environment. Visual sociologists Howard
Becker in Exploring Society Photographically speaks of the photographer's individual
vision and how it can add to the meaning and attitudes of the structure of society and
surroundings. Photography can help take notice of our everyday lives, it can bring us face
to face with issues and images we might be unaware of.
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Personal Photographic Exploration; Journal.
I continually attempt to explain my photographic adventures and my impulse to
explore my vision of the many surroundings, as well as the relationship individuals have
with the environment, 'awareness'. My struggle to express this complexity has proven to
be difficult. My enthusiasm in studying the environment, my human interaction and visual
understanding; enhances my curiosity and senses. What follows is a description of my
travels from my journal and memory, my attempts to understand my own relationship to
my environment and to stir interest in others. These very simplistic settings sparked a
certain appeal for their lack of materialistic character, though at times were shadowed by
my emotional involvement with it. This is not nostalgia nor romanticism. This is
reflection.intended to arouse an interest within the reader, to encourage thought, vision
and exploration.
Think of a February day. The suggestion may bring many things to mind. The grass
was still green, which amazed me as I walked in the garden park behind the church in
Tralee. Mostly used as a short cut, you could find the elderly slowly walking to enjoy the
air in their long black wool coats. I walked alone quietly, remembering my trip and this
day for it was my last day in Ireland. I photographed only a little that day, I was taken up
with being part of the surroundings. As I walked I found a red rose growing in the winter
air, I picked it to save. The rose is still a February day.
Mexico. A simple smell can stir a host of thoughts. The sun was strong and the heat
woke me up. The smell flowery as I walked through the overgrown garden outside the door.
Beyond the garden the smell was hot and dry, not what I was accustomed to while standing
by the coast of the Atlantic ocean. The water was clear and inviting on the island of
Cozumel, the swim was delightfully cooling. As I dried off I thought of the island and the
people. As a television witness of the views of Mexico its meaning is very different when
faced with the contradictions of human hardship and the beautiful views. The first sights
were of houses with no doors and dirt floors, the scenery changed to tiled patterned
walk-ways, trimmed shrubberies and solidly built architecture as we drew closer to the
hotel. I have had the opportunity to see many similarities of many nationalities and
countries, good and bad. With the burning heat the pace of the people was
characteristically slower than myself. I enjoyed my walk through the town, very peaceful,
the grounds were clean which made me feel cool and comfortable. The only shade found on
the beach was a rather large tree growing from the coral shore, one person found comfort
there.
As a child I went with my family to a quiet place near our home, Green River, to
picnic, fish, relax and swim. The vision has never left; the wind and rush of flowing water
as I explore the surroundings. I returned there one November day, nature is never so
silent as when the ground is covered by snow. As I view the photograph of the snow covered
stone and branches with its never ending flow of clear water, I remember that cold day and
past times of my childhood.
During a bus ride to Boston, the quiet was broken by a voice on a C.B. radio. When I
realized that the man giving directions was blind I wondered what images he had stored in
his mind, I questioned my own vision. From nature to the
rush of a city the power was
there an excitement inside me. Yes, a power not unlike that which Ansel Adams presents
in his work/overwhelming'.
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While in Boston I had the opportunity to visit a special school program called
compass, for students having behavioral problems. I recalled a kind of video
communication class where students act out situations which turned out to be a social
problem. This time the story was a drunken father who leaves his children alone. A
neighbor becomes concerned and calls a social worker- class is over, the video is
finished yet the story continues for each student at home. I felt the same helpless feeling
while studying sociology years before. After school I walked to Bunker Hill monument to
look out over the city. From that height Boston looked peaceful and very free. I
photographed the neighborhood from the tower, the images are conflicting tearing me
between the turmoil of the students and the peacefulness of the view.
Caribbean. Sun and sea as well as industry, traffic and noise. Shocked by all the
buildings it seems that all available space was being filled. San Juan a growing city, Old
San Juan a visitors'palace. Since I was a child I have enjoyed a walk along a beach and
Luquillo was wonderful. Before reaching the beach there was a row of establishments each
selling food of the same kind. As I have noticed in market places of Dublin and Boston,
people tend to prefer one place over the other not because of price but more because of
traditions and conversation. Luquillo may be rural yet the pushing was similar to the
activity found while making your way through a busy city street. From the pushing people
and noise we looked for more peaceful surroundings, the rain forest (El Yunque) a
protected park in the mountains of Puerto Rico. The winding roads reminded me of the
Berkshire Mountains and my home. The air and view was more that peaceful, I enjoyed the
cool crisp colors of the green in the mountains.
El Yunque was wonderful and refreshing,
the tropical flowers light up the mountains. If it is true that color can evoke a certain
mood then those flowers of the rain forest are calming pink. This calmness was a
contradiction of the rushing environment of San Juan; nature can be soothing.
1 1
It was a very cold November day, to be expected from Montreal, Canada. The city like
most was filled with excitement, construction and noise. The power of the buildings
whether old architecture or new, shared a similarity of the strength with the mountains.
As I stood looking at the buildings of Montreal a modern building of glass drew my
attention. It was reflecting the colors of the day's end, pink and purple. At night my eyes
were pulled in another direction. On top of a hill at the highest point beyond the city was a
light formed into a cross. When day came we journeyed there, the metal construction
camouflaged by the leafless trees now a conspicuous construction often a symbol of
Christian cities throughout Canada. Being part Canadian I have seen their strong religious
connection and how they enjoy displaying their beliefs. The meaning of the cross changed,
as a photograph its textural quality is interesting while its symbolic meaning is dependent
on the viewer. As I walked closer its purpose was consciously revealed to me; for
religious strength and power, its spirit was gone, it became too
'purposely'
constructed
from close up.
It is exasperating to hear people complain that there is nothing to do or see.
Fortunately I have been accompanied by others interested in exploring, a treat coming
from both sides of my family. Recently I had the opportunity to travel with a friend
photographer to Quebec city, where we never tired of all there was to see. Throughout my
travels the sight have been numerous; horse-drawn milk cart: Ireland, crystal clear
waterfall: Puerto Rico, horse hoof prints in newly fallen snow: Canada , street players:
Boston, children playing in the sun: Rhode Island, city under construction: San Juan, rush
of people and confused bicyclist: New York, train derailment: Massachusetts, uneasy and
slow pace of jobless people: Ireland, the pastel architecture drawing our attention making
us oblivious to a possible knifing: Old San Juan, more noise and crowded streets but our
12
alertness saved us from an attack: Toronto. Even with my positivism I feel that it is
important that we recognize the negative as well as the beautiful. I am hopeful for a future
and vision unlike my fellow Irishman whose past and present experiences have shown the
pain and hardship life can give.
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Thesis Working Process.
I was interested in being part of the environment, therefore I felt the use of a single
lens reflex camera would be more conducive in my work. The camera systems I had
available for my use were a Pentax-k 1000 and a Nikon-FE with lenses ranging from
24mm to 200mm. I was able to keep both cameras loaded with film, and different lenses
allowed me to photograph in most situations. Because I did most of my exploration on foot
the light weight systems made it easier for carrying and a fast tool for capturing a part of
the immediacy of reality.
The film I used was traditional but chosen for its availability, exposure, development
and quality. I used Kodak Tri-X for its speed and pushable characteristics, Kodak Plus-X
for its finer grain and even flow of tonal range, and Kodak Kodachrome 25 and 64 for their
sharpness and crisp color. In Ireland I only used black and white film, mostly Tri-X for
the extra stop or two in exposure. As to be expected I often used the Plus-X in the tropical
areas to deal with the intense brightness, and to helpfully cut down on the contrast created
by the strong lighting. Kodachrome was used to produce the color images in my first Thesis
presentation.
The process I devised was to photograph my explorations, return to develop my film
and print contact sheets. This process continued for almost three years. At the end of that
time the editing process began. Numerous images were printed. The color images were done
on llford Cibachrome paper. Black and white images were done on three different graded
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fiber based papers: Agfa Brovira and Portriga, Oriental Center F, and Arista. Each of these
latter images were toned in selenium to heighten the contrast and sharpen the look. The
use of different black and white papers produced too many different tonal variations, and
when combined with color images it became so diverse that the display became visually
disruptive and the narrative difficult for some to follow. Therefore, in the second Thesis
presentation all photographs were printed on 1 1x14 and 16x20 Agfa Brovira paper and
toned in selenium for crispness and archival results.
The use of a 35mm camera can limit image resolution which can be a problem for
some viewers. To this I agree, but with significant reservations. For I must say that my
Thesis was directed toward textural coarseness to reinforce the objectives of my visual
narrative rather than to be technically pleasing to the eye.
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Closing Thoughts On What I Have Learned
In conclusion of this long thought provoking process I must say that I have learned
much from the experience. Not everything I have learned can be expressed in words. I look
forward to presenting my new knowledge in formal images in the future. I have
consciously learned and fully understand that I will keep my
'wide'
vision to gather all the
information I can, yet I will narrow the focus in my expression. I have been told that I am
very observant, as well as having too many ideas working at once. This is encouraging and
limiting at the same time, which leaves me excited about my next photographic adventure.
I live in a quiet and independent way, always looking for more to see. Therefore, I know
that I may step away from the rules, but through this experience I have learned more
about what is expected of me as a photographer and growing artist. In the future I may
again break away from the expected but I shall do so to only a small degree, because I
believe that nothing can be learned to its fullest without taking a chance. Persistence is
very important in whatever the goal may be. An understanding of the past can help with
support, and doing what you believe in makes it all worth the energy and time.
At this time I have used my photographic skills in portraiture.creating an
'atmosphere'
that the individual will feel comfortable and relaxed in. The next adventure I
am preparing for is another trip to Puerto Rico. I will be photographing in a more refined
manner using mostly 35mm for its convenience, but adding the use of a 4x5 camera, using
both in a large format style. I look forward to exploring my sunoundings in a more slowly
paced manner.
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